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The quality and unique design of our lighting range for painters,

sculptors and other artists ensures that, in this brochure, they 

will Ond the best choice for their lighting needs.

Our range is the result of 30 years’ experience in the design 

and manufacture of high quality task lamps for artists that 

deliver optimal results. Our designs incorporate our 

accumulated knowledge of the major elements that allow 

artists to work in comfort:

• The type of colour-balanced light required

• The level of brightness needed

• The avoidance of glare and heat

• The ergonomics of where and how different artists work

We take pride in the products we design and are always 

interested in your thoughts on how to further improve and 

extend our range. Visit our website: www.daylightcompany.com

Daylight
™

The best lamps for artists
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Artists work in many different ways. We offer lamps suited to small, medium or large artwork,

for working at an easel, on a table or against a wall, as well as lamps for lighting small or large

objects or surfaces.

Our lamps are designed to be positioned so that the light shines exactly where it is needed. 

The lamps can be moved around as necessary. They are all made with high quality materials

and components, ensuring durability and reliability for years to come.

Where and how artists work

Easel Studio Table Bulbs
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Artists need colour-balanced light

Painters, sculptors

and other artists need to see

their work-in-progress clearly and

continuously, at any time of the day or night.

They need to be able to choose, mix and apply

colours correctly, as they would in “natural daylight”.

Conventional lighting is usually very yellow and makes it hard 

to judge colours accurately.

All our lamps simulate natural daylight with a light colour of 5500˚- 6500˚ Kelvin, 

which allows you to see true colours all of the time. For more information on Kelvin 

values see our website: www.daylightcompany.com



Luminos
D/E35600

This powerful LED lamp provides the ultimate in high light output with an extraordinary

wide spread of light that is fully dimmable. Ideal for work on a large table, or with the

addition of a floor stand, it is excellent for work at an easel or on a sculpture.

The arm has a long reach of 112cm (44") and can be moved easily with one hand. 

The shade can be positioned effortlessly, exactly where it is needed. A piece of

precision engineering, incorporating the latest high power LED technology, that is also

robust and long lasting.

Key Features

• Very wide shade 65cm (25½")

• Effortless free-motion, spring balanced arm

• Extra long reach: 112cm (44")

• Internally reinforced arm

• 120 powerful Daylight™ LEDs provide true colour matching

• 3 step dimmer

• Lamp Brightness: 4,200 Lux at 30cm (12")
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Artists need a bright light
In order to see comfortably it is of the utmost importance that the

project in progress has the right amount of light. Insufficient light has a

negative impact on the creative process, as well as causing eyestrain,

irritation and tiredness.

All our lamps, when correctly positioned, ensure a brightness of at

least 1000 Lux (and often more). This is the minimum we believe is

acceptable at normal working distances.

For more information on light brightness and Lux values visit our

website www.daylightcompany.com
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Professional Artist Lamp
D/E33900

Have total control over your creativity with the right light exactly where you need it, by

using the 360° shade rotation and 320° head-flip system. This allows the lamp head to

swivel completely to a different area, maximising light coverage of up to A1-size surfaces

(approx. 59cm x 84cm / 23½" x 33").

This attractively engineered lamp is supplied with two clamps. The universal easel clamp

allows the lamp to be attached to virtually all floor standing metal and wooden easels. 

The heavy duty table clamp allows the lamp to be used with a table easel, on a drafting

table or work bench.

Key Features

• 2 mounting clamps, 1 for an easel and 1 for a table

• 360° shade rotation to direct the light exactly where it is needed

• 320° head-Pip system which allows light coverage for A1-size area

• Fully adjustable Pexible arm

• Daylight™ light source provides true colour matching

• Replacement 24W tube: D13627

• Lamp brightness: 1,850 Lux at 30cm (12")
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Avoiding 
heat and glare 

Heat and glare can cause discomfort.

Artists often have to work in close

proximity to the light source, so it 

is vital that this emits as little

heat as possible. All our

lamps generate very low

heat. They are also

designed to be used 

in a way that will

minimise glare.
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Easel Lamp 
D/E31075

A simple solution for all artists working at an easel. Ideal for work up to A1-size surfaces

(approx. 59cm x 84cm / 23½" x 33"), or smaller

It has a unique Clamp-lock™ system which keeps the lamp firmly attached to the easel.

The flexible arm allows the light to be positioned exactly where it is needed.

Key Features

• Unique Clamp-lock™ system keeps the lamp Ormly in position

• Attaches to easels or tables up to 3cm (1¼") thick

• 18cm (7") Pexible arm to direct the light exactly where it is needed 

• Wide shade with rePective coating for maximum light spread

• Powerful 20W energy saving Daylight™ bulb for true colour matching

• Lamp brightness: 2,970 Lux at 30cm (12")

• Replacement 20W bulb D15200
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  Engineered 
for a purpose

Artists work in many different ways. 

Our range of lamps allows painters to

work at an easel, sculptors to move light

around their floor space, and others to

work at a table. Amongst the lamps we

offer, artists will find lamps that suit the

size of their artwork. We also recognise

that artists frequently move, adjust and

reposition their lamp(s) to have the light

where it is needed. Our lamps are

designed to make this a simple and

easy process.
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Artist Studio Lamp and Stand 
D/E31375

Provides maximum light output over the largest area.

Exceptionally versatile lamp for work on medium, large and

very large surfaces and objects. Ideal for large canvasses,

murals and sculptures.

This lamp has a high quality, large brushed aluminium shade.

It can be clipped on to the tall tripod stand in any position. 

It is relatively light and therefore easy to move around. 

The powerful light output provided by this lamp can be

doubled by adding an additional lamp (D/E31475 - Artist Clip-

On Studio Lamp) to the tripod.

Two Artist Studio Lamps & Stands used simultaneously

provide a fantastically even light, eliminating shadows.

Key Features

• Ideal for work on large surfaces

• High quality 2.3m metal tripod stand supports up to 2 lamps

• Daylight™ light source provides true colour matching

• Extremely powerful 32W energy saving Daylight™ bulb

• Replacement bulb: D15320

• Lamp brightness: 4,600 Lux at 30cm (12")

• Additional Clip-on Studio Lamp available (D/E31475)

Artist Clip-On Studio Lamp
D/E31475

This is an additional lamp, which can 

be added to the tripod stand of the

D/E31375 Artist Studio Lamp to achieve

greater light output.
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Durability 

and Reliability

All of our products are made with high quality

materials and components and undergo

vigorous tests during development.

Our quality control and safety

standards are recognised as

amongst the best.



Wafer 1 & 2 Lightbox     
D/E35040 & D/E35030

The latest generation of lightweight ultra slim lightboxes using fully dimmable LED

technology. Available in 2 sizes: A4 and A3. They provide an even spread of light from

edge to edge and emit very low heat. Supplied with a mains adapter. The Wafer

lightboxes are ideal for tracing, sketching, stencilling, calligraphy, scrapbooking,

embossing, embroidery, sewing and much more.

D/E35040 Wafer 1 Lightbox D/E35030 Wafer 2 Lightbox 

Size: A4, 32cm x 23cm (12½" x 9") Size: A3, 44cm x 32cm (17" x 12½")

Weight: 0.92kg Weight: 1.64kg

Key Features

• Only 0.8cm (⅜") thick

• Daylight™ light source provides true colour matching 

• High Quality LEDs

• Fully dimmable

• Cable length: 1.8m (6ft)
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Other lamps popular with artists

Ultra Bright Slimline LED Table Lamp D/E35127
Slimline LED Table Lamp D/E35107

D/E35127 lamp Brightness 2,100 Lux at 30cm (12")

D/E35107 lamp Brightness 1,630 Lux at 30cm (12")

These powerful LED Table Lamps will add value to any home, office or studio.

They are available in 2 models. The 35107 is our standard version and the 35127 

is our ultra bright and dimmable version.

They both provide a long arm reach of 90cm (35½") and a wide, even light coverage,

which is ideal for large work surfaces. The daylight light source reduces eye strain

and glare for healthy vision and allows true colour matching.

• Brushed steel Onish

• Flexible arm with 90cm (35½") reach for wide spread of light

• Supplied with high quality metal clamp 

• Daylight™ LEDs provide true colour matching

• Slimline Table Base available separately (D52107)

Twist Portable LED Lamp
D/E35700

This lamp is one of the most popular lamps in the Daylight™ range. 

The Daylight™ LEDs provide high contrast and accurate colour

matching, making it easier and less tiring to read, work and see 

detail clearly. They are also low in energy consumption.

The twistable shade allows the light to be positioned where you 

need it. The lightweight design makes it easy to move around the

house and also ideal to take to classes. 

• Lightweight and foldable, take Daylight™ with you wherever you go

• “Easy-Twist” shade for accurate positioning of light

• Removable base to increase the stability of your lamp 

• Daylight™ LEDs provide true colour matching

• Daylight™ LEDs reduce eyestrain and improve contrast

• Lamp brightness: 2,200 Lux at 30cm (12")
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MAGnificent Floor & Table Magnifying Lamp
D/E25050

The MAGnificent Lamp is ideal for all types of detailed work. This lamp is

cleverly designed to be used as both a floor lamp (with 2 different height

options) as well as a table lamp. The Daylight™ LEDs provide high contrast 

and accurate colour matching, making it easier and less tiring to read, work 

and see detail clearly. LEDs use very little energy. The large, semi-rimless 

1.75X magnifying lens allows close-work activity.

• Ideal for all types of detailed work

• Height adjustable, can be used as a Poor or table lamp

• 1.75X magniOcation lens, 14.6cm (5¾") diameter, to help you see more clearly

• Large, semi-rimless lens allowing close-work activity

• Flexible gooseneck directs light exactly where you need it

• Maximum height; Floor lamp 125cm (50") and table lamp 50cm (20")

• Daylight™ LEDs provide true colour matching

• Lamp brightness: 1,850 Lux at 15cm (6")

Freedom LED Battery Lamp
D/E35027

This LED Lamp is truly portable, with a rechargeable battery life of up 

to 6 hours. It is ideal when you need light far away from a plug socket. 

The Daylight™ LEDs provide high contrast and accurate colour matching,

making it easier and less tiring to read, work and see detail clearly.

The lamp has an integrated handle and is supplied with a rechargeable

battery and AC Adapter. It is ideal for reading, crafting, taking to classes 

or when working in a garage or workshop.

• Use your Daylight™ lamp anywhere

• Ideal for reading, crafts, DIY, work and travel

• Rechargeable - up to 6 hours of light 

• 2 ways to power:

- Internal rechargeable battery (included)

- Plug in power supply (included)

• Daylight™ LEDs provide true colour matching

• Lamp brightness: 1,400 Lux at 30cm (12")
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Standard Floorstand 

D53070
Compatable with D/E35600 Lamp

Height: 80cm

32W Daylight™ Bulb 

D15320

Premium Floorstand 

D53060
Compatable with D/E35600 Lamp

Height: 72cm

Bulbs, Table Bases and Floor Stands

Premium Table Base 

D52060
Compatible with D/E35600 Lamp

20W Daylight™ Bulb 

D15200

Slimline Table Base 

D52107
Compatible with D/E35107 &

D/E35127 Lamps



Learn more about these 
and other Daylight™ lamps

www.daylightcompany.com
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Technical information

Product Light Lux at Lux at Colour Energy Product Dimensions Maximum Product Lens Magnification

Code Source 15 cm (6") 30 cm (12") Temperature Consumption Height Width Depth Reach Weight Size

D/E25050 27 x LEDs 1,850 - 5500-6500°K 2.7W 114cm 23cm 56cm 60cm 3.5kg/7.7lb 14.6cm 1.75X

D/E31075 Fluorescent - 2,970 6500°K 20W 42cm 23cm 34cm 50cm 0.5kg/1.98lb - -

D/E31375 Fluorescent - 4,600 6500°K 32W 220cm 26cm 28cm 16cm 2.1kg/4.62lb - -

D/E31475 Fluorescent - 4,600 6500°K 32W 29cm 26cm 28cm 16cm 0.86kg/1.89lb - -

D/E33900 Fluorescent - 1,850 6500°K 24W 47cm 46cm 50cm 61cm 1.86kg/4.09lb - -

D/E35027 24 x LEDs - 1,400 5500-6500°K 4.8W 29cm 30cm 11cm 15cm 1.6kg/3.52lb - -

D/E35030 90 x LEDs - - 5500-6500°K 5.5W 36cm 48cm 1cm - 1.64kg/3.6lb - -

D/E35040 66 x LEDs - - 5500-6500°K 4W 27cm 36cm 0.8cm - 0.92kg/2.02lb - -

D/E35107 80 x LEDs - 1,630 5500-6500°K 5W 65cm 76cm 2cm 73cm 1kg/2.2lb - -

D/E35127 3 x LED Strips - 2,100 5500-6500°K 9W 65cm 76cm 2cm 73cm 1kg/2.2lb - -

D/E35600 120 x LEDs - 4,200 5500-6500°K 24W 60cm 65cm 74cm 112cm 3.17kg/6.97lb - -

D/E35700 30 x LEDs - 2,200 5500-6500°K 6W 34cm 33cm 12cm 15cm 1.08kg/2.38lb - -



Buyer’s Guide 

How you work Size of your artwork The lamps we recommend Page Ref

At an easel Small to medium (up to A1) D/E33900 Professional Artists Lamp p. 6

D/E31075 Easel Lamp p. 8

Medium to large (over A1) D/E31375 Artist Studio Lamp & Stand p.10

D/E31475 Artist Clip on Studio Lamp (additional lamp for D/E31375, see above) p.10

D/E35600 Luminos p. 4 

(optional Floorstand D53060 or D53070 available separately) p.15

At a table Small (up to A2) D/E35700 Twist Portable LED Lamp p. 13

D/E35027 Freedom LED Battery Lamp p. 14

Small to medium (up to A1) D/E33900 Professional Artist Lamp p. 6

Medium to large (over A1) D/E35127 Ultra Bright Slimline LED Table Lamp (optional table base D52107 available separately) p. 13 (p. 15)

D/E35107 Slimline LED Table Lamp (optional table base D52107 available separately) p. 13 (p. 15)

D/E35600 Luminos p. 4 

On or against a wall or on the floor Extra-large (A0 and over) D/E31375 Artists Studio Lamp & Stand p.10

D/E31475 Artist Clip on Studio Lamp (additional lamp for D/E31375, see above) p.10

D/E35600 Luminos p. 4

(optional Floorstand D53060 or D53070 available separately) p.15
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How you work Size of your artwork The lamps we recommend Page Ref

Tracing, sketching, calligraphy Up to A4 D/E35040 Wafer Lightbox 1 (A4) p. 12

Up to A3 D/E35030 Wafer Lightbox 2 (A3) p.12

Room lighting (ambient lighting) N/A D15320 32W Bulb p. 15

Restorers / very detailed projects N/A D/E25050 MAGnificent Floor and Table Magnifying Lamp p.14

Please also see www.daylightcompany.com for our full range of magnifying lamps

Other applications

and other
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